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What has been
worked on in the
past month?

This month I have been involved in training to prepare me for my role
whilst helping the new School Rep for Psychology settle into their
position. Part of this has involved helping the School of Psychology
prepare for blended learning by giving academics student perspectives
alongside the new school rep, such as attending the ADAPT workshop.
More widely I have attended a CoSS International committee meeting
and a DESG meeting. As well as this, I undertook training for a new
panel that will look to help academics finalise their modules with student
input. Finally, I arranged a meeting with the CoSS School reps so we
could all introduce ourselves and I could pass on some tips for the year.
We also started to talk about things we would like to do this year too
which was exciting.

Successes from
the past month
and any Reps
Wins

I was able to provide a few valuable points of student insight during the
DESG meeting in regards to plans for blended learning. I have set up
communication streams with the new School Reps within the CoSS to
ensure everyone can easily get in contact with each other. I have
started to discuss possible plans for the coming year which have
received good feedback so far.

Plans for next
month

I am looking to contact academics to start to plan ideas for the coming
year to ensure we have enough time to prepare. I will be keeping in
contact with the CoSS School reps to make sure they are all settling into
their roles. Hopefully I can help any academics that would like student
input on blended learning. Lastly, I want to continue to work on looking
at ways we can create the feeling if community on digital platforms for
students.

